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FOREWORD 
This document is part of the final report for the Operationally Efficient Propulsion System 
Study (OEPSS) conducted by Rocketdyne Division, Rockwell International for the AFSSD/NASA 
ALS Program. The study was conducted under NASA contract NAS10-11568 and the NASA Study 
Manager is Mr. R. E. Rhodes. The initial OEPSS program manager was Arthur H. Weiss; he was 
followed by Donald L. Fulton, who was program manager for OEPSS and ALS STEP. The period of 
study was from 24 April 1989 to 24 April 1990. 
ABSTRACT 
This study was initiated to identify operations problems and cost drivers for current propulsion 
systems and to identify technology and design approaches to increase the operational efficiency and 
reduce operations cost for future propulsion systems. To provide readily useable data for the ALS 
program, the results of the OEPSS study have been organized into a series of OEPSS Data Books as 
follows: Volume I, Generic Ground Operations Data; Volume 11, Ground Operations Problems; 
Volume 111, Operations Technology; Volume N, OEPSS Design Concepts; and Volume V, OEPSS 
Final Review Briefing, which summarizes the activities and results of the study. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Today's launch operations are excessively complex and unforgiving and launch processing has 
been tedious and time consuming. As a result, launch operations cost has been uneconomically high 
and our capability for routine space flight has been severely limited. Therefore, a study was undertak- 
en to identify the major operational problems that have been encountered by propulsion systems in 
current launch vehicles and to identify how these problems can be avoided in the future to increase 
the operational efficiency of the next generation of launch systems. 
The present Operationally Efficient Propulsion System Study (OEPSS) outlined in Figure 1 is 
sponsored by the AFSSD/NASA, ALS Program, and directed by NASA Kennedy Space Center. The 
study followed a previous similar study conducted by Boeing Aerospace Company for NASA Kenne- 
dy Space Center entitled, Shuttle Ground Operations Efficiencymechnologies (SGOEm) Study 
which identified operational problems for the launch vehicle. The OEPSS study to date has gener- 
ated ground operations data that should be helpful for designers to assess future designs. The study 
has also identified: (a) major operational problems and their impact on operational requirements; 
(b) operations technology that will enhance operability and simplify launch site operations and sup- 
port requirements; and (e) illustrative design approaches that will achieve operability and, conse- 
quently, operational efficiency in future propulsion designs. 
The results of the OEPSS study have been widely disseminated in briefings, workshops, sympo- 
siums, and ALS Propulsion System Interface Working Group (PSIWG) meetings. These activities are 
shown in Figure 2. The on-site workshops with the ALS study contractors were particularly effective 
means of communicating and discussing operations issues and their impact on design. A series of 
OEPSS Data Books also have been prepared and distributed summarizing the results of the OEPSS 
study. 
The key to operational efficiency is to achieve operability in the propulsion system design. This 
means future designs must be simpler than those we have today. This inturn means the total propul- 
sion system must be reduced to fewer parts, components, subsystems, and system interfaces. Achiev- 
ing this, together with enhancing technology, results in a more operable system. With operability, it is 
axiomatic that all the ALS goals for reliability, dependability, supportability, flexibility, availability, 
and resiliency will follow and be more 'easily met. It is also a truism that a complex design will have 
complex operational requirements and a simple design, with the fewest parts, will be more reliable 
and will have simple operational requirements. 
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1.0 GENERIC GROUND OPERATIONS DATA (VOLUME I) 
Significant propulsion system ground processing time and manpower data are presented in this 
volume. The purpose is to allow future system designers to understand the magnitude of resources at 
the operations and maintenance instruction level necessary to process their design. A generic launch 
vehicle is used to characterize the flow timelines and manpower required to test, check out, and ser- 
vice the propulsion/fluid system. This generic vehicle is shown as a schematic in Figure 1-1 and con- 
sists of an expendable LOX/LH;! booster, a partially expendable LOX/LH2 core, and a recoverable 
hypergolic orbit vehicle. The schematic does not imply any specific physical arrangement (tandem or 
parallel) but does reflect today’s state of art in design practices and ground operations. Generic ve- 
hicle launch processing and ground operations are shown in Figure 1-2. 
The generic vehicle is intended to provide designers with a baseline with a credible database 
against which to evaluate new designs. The data is also success-oriented based on experience and not 
actuals. Much of the data were derived from: shuttle Processing Contracts (SPC) planning and sched- 
uling systems, notably the Computer Aided Planning and Scheduling System (CAPSS), KSC Inte- 
grated Operations Assessments, and Operations and Maintenance Instructions (OMIs). Thsks, dura- 
tions, manpower, and interactive sequence are directly indicative of the complex relationships 
between vehiclekystems configurations and ground processing requirements. The data for the ge- 
neric booster was extracted from the liquid Rocket Booster (LRB) Integration study conducted by 
Lockheed Space Operations Co. (LSOC). 
This volume contains nine sections, describing generic vehicle component ground processing 
as follows: 
Section 
3 .0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
9.0 
10.0 
11.0 
Generic Booster Ground Operations 
Generic Core Vehicle Ground Operations 
Generic Orbit Vehicle Ground Operations 
Generic Core Thnk Ground Operations 
Generic Core Propulsion Stacking 
Generic Core Tank Erect and Mate 
Generic Orbit Vehicle Lift and Mate 
Vehicle Rollout to Pad and Launch 
24-Hour Scrub Turnaround 
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Subsystem Launch 
-F Integration * Preparations 
and Checkout and Launch 
Install Handling Ground 
Support Equipment 
Stage Hardware 
Mechanical Mate 
* Remove Handling Ground Support Equipment 
Install Vehicle-Ground Interface Plates 
0 Verification Vehicle-to-Vehicle Interfaces Preparations 
Verification Vehicle-to-Ground Interfaces 
Integrated Subsystem Testing, Checkout, etc. 
Electrical End-to-End Verification 
* Preparations for System Servicing 
Major Integrated Testing 
Blanket Purges Initiated 
Hydraulic Service/Recirculation/Sample 
Hypergolic Servicing (Fuel/Oxidizer) 
Final Preparations for Cryogenic 
Load Hydrocarbon Fuel 
Tanking (Purge/Sample) 
Propulsion System Final 
Vehicle/Pad Closeout 
Pad Launch Systems 
Configured for Remote Operations 
* Load LH2/L02 
9 Pad Systems Safing 
Return Pad Systems to 
Local Operations Mode 
Pad Systems Refur- 
8 bishment/Revalidation 
Replenish all Fluids/ 
Gases 
Subsystem Orbit Vehicle 
Preparations Recovery 
and Checkout 
Install Checkout Ground 
Support Equipment 
* Install Omitted LRUs 
ModificationiRetrofii Functions (i.e., Platelplug Installation) 
Electrical Checkout Establish Blanket Pressure 
Pneumatic Leak Checks Dismantle Ground Support 
0 Functional Checks Equipment 
Required Flow Checks 0 Ground Support Equipment 
Remove Checkout Ground Revalidation 
Support Equipment - Ferry Operations (if off-site landing) 
Preparations for Mate 
Launch 
Scrub 
* Detank 
Support Recycle 
On-Pad 
Efforts ' 
Off-Load From 
Transportation 0 Remove Ferry Plates/Plugs 
Depackage Replenish Vehicle Pneumatics 
Receiving Inspection Establish Blanket Pressure 
Move to Process Area 
0 Safe Hyper System 
Post Feny operations 
(if off-site landing) 
Detank 
Propulsion System 
Refurbishment 
Engine Post Test 
Inspections 
SupportAbort 
Investigation 
MPS Engine Leak and 
Functional Checks 
5872-6 
Figure 1-2. Launch Operational Requirements 
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lhbulations and charts that identify ground processing tasks to the operating procedure level, 
task performance sequence and hierarchy logic diagram, manpower, skill codes, skill mix, and criti- 
cal path tasks and durations are presented in each of the sections. Some typical data (for the Generic 
Core and Orbit Vehicles) are shown in Figures 1-3 through 1-7. 
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2.0 GROUND OPERATIONS PROBLEMS (VOLUME II) 
This volume describes the major operations problems encountered in today’s launch systems 
and how these problems have adversely affected our ability to achieve serviceability, reliability, and 
operability. Processing flight hardware for launch has been a very tedious and time-consuming task 
requiring large numbers of people operating sophisticated ground support equipment (GSE) to 
verify flight system readiness. This process is complex and involves numerous ground support sys- 
tems. Many activities are “hands on” and serial in nature, which further complicates the checkout 
process. The ground support system themselves, providing services and commodities, also must be 
verified to ensure that every system is available and certified to support the checkout and test. 
A typical illustration of the technical disciplines and operations support required for flight sys- 
tem checkout is depicted in Figure 2-1. An illustration of the large infrastructure of logistics, sup- 
plies, equipment, and facilities to support system checkout is depicted in Figure 2-2. Every different 
commodity required on the vehicle adds another tentacle to the operations support structure. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that the operations support for a complex launch system checkout will be 
manpower intensive, time-consuming, and costly; and a launch system that contains many separate, 
independent systems and interfaces simply exacerbates this problem. 
A list of 26 major operations problems identified by the OEPSS study is given in Figure 2-3 
generally in the order of operational impact or concern. Many of these problems are common to 
both reusable as well as expendable launch vehicles. A concise description of each problem and its 
operational impact is presented in this volume as follows: 
0 Operational impact 
0 Requirements background 
0 System description 
0 Operations problem description 
0 Brief physics of phenomena 
0 Potential options for solving problems 
0 Technology recommendation. 
An example for the “closed aft compartment” operations concern is given on pages 2-5,2-6, 
and 2-7. Another example for the “hydraulic system” operations concern, which is currently being 
successfully addressed by the ALS with the use of electromechanical actuators (EM&), is given on 
pages 2-8,2-9, and 2-10. Eliminating the operations problems, or concerns, or by applying lessons 
learned to solve these problems, will go a long way toward achieving the simplicity and operability 
needed to meet launch operations efficiency. 
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1.0 CLOSED AFT COMPAR'I'MXNTS, 
OEPSS CONCERN 1 
1.1 OPERATIONAL IMPACT 
The impact on ground operations caused by a propulsion system contained within a closed 
compartment is summarized in Figure 1-1. 
1.2 REQUIREMENTS BACKGROUND 
The need for structural efficiency is one of the factors leading to use of closed compartments in 
launch vehicles. Skin and stringer or monocoque type structures are strong and lightweight but, be- 
cause their structural elements are large areas, tend to enclose volumes and form compartments. 
Where hazardous fluids exist within the enclosed volume, ground purging is usually required to pre- 
clude accumulation of these fluids as a result of possible leakage. This need for purging can then lead 
to further sealing of the compartment to control the purge process. 
Closed compartments may also be used to protect components from main engine heat or other 
external environments. They also can be necessary to maintain pressure required for structural sta- 
bility. The aft compartment of the STS Orbiter serves both functions as well as containing the inert 
purge. 
1.3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A typical ALS vehicle contains a closed engine compartment similar to that on the Orbiter for 
the same reasons. In addition, for the recoverable propulsion modules, the compartment protects 
the contained components and subsystems from sea water contamination. Closed compartments 
also are used in the intertank areas. 
1.4 OPERATIONS PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Closed compartments cause numerous ground operations problems because leakage of haz- 
ardous fluids is contained, because access is restricted, and because GSE requirements are made 
complex. 
The fact that hazardous leakage can escape into a closed volume requires that volume be 
purged on the ground with an inert gas to preclude accumulation of hazardous fluids. A detection 
system is needed to ensure no dangerous buildup of gas. Both the purge and detection systems have 
vehicle hardware, ground interfaces, and ground support equipment. All necessitate maintenance, 
checkout, and servicing, which in turn demand a large staff of people to perform and support these 
functions. The inert purge leads to the very real possibility that personnel can inadvertently enter an 
environment that will not support life. 
The restricted access caused by closed compartments also creates hazards for personnel. Inju- 
ries resulting from contact with hardware when working in tight areas are common, and the limited 
RIlRD90- 149-5 
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0 Operational impacts 
0 Confinement of potential propellant leaks - criticality 1 failure 
0 Requires inert purging during loading operations 
0 Requires conditioned environment for personnel 
0 Requires sophisticated hazardous gas detection system 
0 Drives the requirement for sophisticated heat shielding 
0 Inhibits proper access to components 
0 Drives the requirement for specialized/dedicated GSE 
0 Imposes manloading restrictions for confined space 
0 Due to unnatural personnel passageways 
0 Elevates potential for hardware damage 
0 Additional interfaces required between vehicle and ground 
0 Requires sophisticated ground support equipment 
0 Environmental control system for personnel 
a Gaseous nitrogen regulation and distribution system 
0 Must have redundant systems 
0 Capable of local and remote operation 
0 Requires an “army” for operation, maintenance, certification 
0 Adds another function to the firing room operation 
0 Tremendous risk to the safety of personnel and hardware 
0 Drives many operations to be serial in flow 
0 Drives need for LCC that could delay or scrub a launch 
0 Potential options for consideration 
D6OO-OO11 
Figure 1-1. Operational Impact of Closed Aft Compartments 
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access can preclude rapid evacuation in case of an emergency. Tight working areas also cause hard- 
ware damage, require serial work, and complicate LRU replacement. 
In addition to the GSE needed to provide compartment purging and hazardous gas detection, 
the closed compartment requires that complex and expensive GSE be developed to support person- 
nel access and permit LRU handling. Installation of this equipment, such as access platforms, can be 
difficult and time consuming and must be done with extreme care to prevent flight hardware damage. 
1.5 BRIEF PHYSICS OF PHENOMENON 
NIA 
1.6 POTENTIAL OPTIONS FOR SOLYING THE PROBLEMS 
The aft or boat-tail of the launch vehicle must be as open as possible, allowing any small 
amount of propellant leakage to escape to the atmosphere. Free access to the engines and other 
systems must be provided. A truss-work thrust structure might be ideal. Shielding Erom engine heat 
must not restrict general access. Closing of other compartments must be avoided where possible. 
Small compartments should be combined to form larger volumes where practicable. 
1.7 TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATION 
Develop arrangements of engines and structure that do not form closed compartments. 
RIRD90- 149-5 
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2.0 HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS FOR VALVE ACTUATORS AND TVC, 
OEPSS CONCERN 2 
2.1 OPERATIONAL IMPACT 
The impact on ground operations caused by hydraulic systems for a propulsion system is sum- 
marized in Figure 2-1. 
2.2 REQUrrZEMENTS BACKGROUND 
The use of hydraulic fluid as an operating medium for thrust vector control actuators and large 
rocket engine valve actuators has been common practice for most of our launch vehicles. Positive 
action, quick response, and relatively compact size for modulating control systems make hydraulic 
actuators very attractive, especially when there are large horsepower requirements for the actuator. 
2 3  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The basic elements to provide the required hydraulic fluid pressure to the propulsion system 
components generally consist of a hydraulic pump, pump driver, hydraulic reservoir, hydraulic accu- 
mulator, hydraulic filters, control valves, and associated plumbing, instrumentation, and controls. 
Generally, the need to perform ground test and checkout dictates duplicate systems; therefore, a 
ground-based system as well as a flight system are needed. The requirements for redundancy in the 
hydraulic system essentially create the need for multiple and separate flight systems. 
2.4 OPERATIONS PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
A hydraulic system represents another fluid distribution system that must be processed and 
maintained for flight operations. This involves distribution system leak checks, long periods of circu- 
lation for de-aerationlfiltering, operations associated with fluid sampling and analysis, and function- 
al checks of all control systems. In order to process the flight system. ground support equipment, 
generally consisting of all the basic hydraulic distribution system elements. must be duplicated to 
simulate pressure for the flight system checkout. The same operations and maintenance require- 
ments are also required for the flight system. In the case of the Space Shuttle system, the operations 
problem is compounded by using hypergolic fueled auxiliary power units to drive the pumps. The use 
of a hypergolic fuel dictates that operations such as fueling the unit be conducted with only a limited 
number of personnel directly involved with the fueling operation and specially certified to work in 
self-contained atmospheric protective ensemble (SCAPE). This type of system dictates serial pro- 
cessing operations. 
2.5 BRIEF PHYSICS OF PHENOMENON 
Hydraulic actuation, whether for thrust vector control or valve control, requires that a nearly 
incompressible liquid be distributed from the area in which the liquid is stored and pressurized to the 
location of the actuator. The source of pressure, usually a positive displacement pump, may be pow- 
ered by an electric motor from an engine-provided drive or by an auxiliary power unit. Actuators 
RIDtD90- 149-5 
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0 Operational impacts 
0 Requires sophisticated ground support systems 
0 Expensive pumping unitdcontrol systems 
0 De-aerators/filters 
0 High pressure piping systems 
0 Both local and remote operating capability 
0 “Army” to operate, maintain, sample, and calibrate system 
0 Requires sophisticated flight hardware 
0 Auxiliary power unit/pumping unit 
0 Power units may demand lubrication equipment which may require cooling 
equipment 
0 Control and filter systems 
0 “Army” to operate, maintain, sample, and calibrate system 
0 Requires long periods of circulation for de-aerationhiltering 
0 Potential source of contamination for valve actuators 
0 Another (2) fluid interfaces (minimum) between vehicle and ground 
0 Depending on APU propellants, can force processing into periods of area 
clearing and serial operations 
@ Potential options for consideration 
0 Electro-mechanical actuators 
Figure 2-1. Operational Impact of Hydraulic Systems 
D600-00 
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may be linear cylinders or rotary drives. Precise positioning of the actuator typically requires servo 
valves with position feedback for control. Because the servo valves have very small clearances be- 
tween moving parts, careful control of fluid contamination is required. 
2.6 POTENTIAL OPTIONS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM 
To alleviate the problems associated with a hydraulic distribution system, the use of electro- 
mechanical actuators appears to offer the greatest potential for reducing operations cost associated 
with actuation systems. Electro-mechanical systems also offer the opportunity to automate com- 
pletely the test, checkout, and verification of system integrity. 
2.7 TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATION 
Develop low cost, reliable, compact, electrical actuators for large cryogenic valves and thrust 
vector control devices that draw relatively low power. 
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3.0 OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY (VOLUME III) 
The operations concerns that have been identified in Volume 11 provided a basis for carefully 
examining the elements of the propulsion system that need to be addressed using existing technology 
or will require technology development. In the OEPSS study, the propulsion system appropriately 
includes not only the engines but the entire system producing vehicle thrust and control. Thus, the 
propellant tankage, the complete fluid management system, thrust structure, all the engine compo- 
nents and control system are considered as part of the propulsion system in the study. In this manner, 
artificial interfaces are eliminated. Artificial interfaces are an operations issue because the interfaces 
require extensive leak checks. Leak and functional testing of propulsion systems currently makes up 
a very large part of the launch processing and ground support operations. 
The OEPSS study found that many operations concerns can be addressed by staying with exist- 
ing technology and simply integrating and consolidating subsystems; however, new technology devel- 
opment is required to eliminate complex subsystems. For example, no technology is required to inte- 
grate the complex, multiple helium bottles and regulation systems into a single helium vessel with 
primary and backup regulation systems. This integration will simplify the launch system and check- 
out immensely. However, new technology will be required to remove helium completely from the 
launch system by designing-out the engine purge requirement. 
To eliminate the operations problems associated with multiple propellants, hypergols, and sep- 
arate OMS/RCS propulsion, new technology is needed to use a single common LOX/LH2 propellant 
combination for all vehicle fluid systems including boosters, core engine, orbital maneuvering en- 
gines, attitude control thrusters and fuel cells. This is the only known propellant combination that can 
be integrated not only for all propulsion power, but can also be used for life support and thermal 
management. Moreover, it is readily available, relatively inexpensive, easily handled with existing 
procedures, environmentally acceptable, and provides the highest level of performance of any com- 
monly used propellant combination. New technology is needed to eliminate the operations problems 
associated with propellant tank pressurization system of heat exchangers, valves, and long tubing 
runs. Leak checks of these systems are typically the most complex of the whole vehicle. Ground sys- 
tems and umbilicals also require large amounts of manpower maintenance and are a critical function 
occurring near T-zero with critical launch commit criteria. 
Alist of 15 operations technologies identified by the OEPSS study that will enhance operation- 
al efficiency of the propulsion system significantly is shown in Figure 3-1. The manner in which each 
technology addresses the operations concerns contained in Volume II is shown by the matrix in Fig- 
ure 3-2. Potential application of these technologies to future launch vehicles, to increase operability 
and reduce launch cost, is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Some of the technologies discussed in this volume are in various stages of development in on- 
going programs, such as ALS EMAS, or are a combination of technologies, rather than a discrete 
technology, such as differential throttling. The technologies described in more detail in this volume 
are the following: 
No-purge pump seals 
No-purge combustion chamber 
Oxidizer rich turbine, LOX turbopump 
Hermetically sealed inert engine 
Combined hydrogen systems 
Flash boiling tank pressurization system 
Low-NPSH pumps 
Large flow range pumps. 
The technology descriptions highlight major areas requiring further study and provide a rough 
order of magnitude of the time frame in which the technologies could be developed. Also described 
are: (1) how each technology addresses operations concerns, (2) a recommended development plan, 
and (3) an approximate development schedule. 
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4.0 OEPSS DESIGN CONCEPTS (VOLUME N) 
The OEPSS study has identified ground operation problems that have limited our launch capa- 
bilities and prevented routine space flights. These problems are a direct result of the design approach 
used in our propulsion system designs. Unless these problems are fully confronted and their opera- 
tional impacts circumvented, the design approach producing these problems will continue to persist. 
Perhaps the onus is on the operator, who has to contend with complex launch requirements, to con- 
vey adequate feedback to the designers and to recommend a design approach in terms understand- 
able to themselves, the operators, that will achieve operational simplicity and meet ALS require- 
ments for low cost routine space flight. 
Thus, the OEPSS study undertook an effort to investigate several propulsion concepts that ad- 
dress the operations problems in its initial design. These design concepts are intended to depart from 
conventional approaches, to be thought provoking and to provide a fresh point of view. Although 
conceptual, they are tractable, viable engineering designs. They are “strawman” concepts, that may 
have self-evidential merit often overlooked and are offered for constructive critique. They are not 
“point designs,” because concepts can take many final forms, but are intended to be intuitive, instruc- 
tive, and illustrative. It is in the spirit of achieving a common goal with the designers that the propul- 
sion design concepts described in the following sections are presented. 
4.1 FULLY INTEGRATED PROPULSION CONCEPT 
To achieve operational efficiency for a flight system, the design must be simplified to reduce 
operations support requirements. Since operational complexity is driven exponentially by the num- 
ber of components and interfaces in the system, an example is used in the study to illustrate how the 
many duplicate components and subsystems, with all their interfaces, can be reduced significantly by 
“integrating” the system to function as a single engine with a minimum of components. The baseline 
ALS vehicle shown in Figure 4-1 was used as a reference for comparing the design of a conventional 
booster propulsion system in Figure 4-2 vis-a-vis with a more simple and operationally efficient 
design of an integrated booster propulsion module (BPM) in Figure 4-3, which utilizes the same 
state of the art as ALS. 
The conventional propulsion system is a cluster of seven autonomous, gimbaling engines. 
There are as many components and subsystems as there are engines. In comparison, the integrated 
BPM is a static booster, eliminating gimbal actuators1 (and associated hydraulic or electrical power 
system) and flexible propellant lines. It is a parallel manifolded system, with the turbopumps feeding 
all thrust chambers and operating independently of any given thrust chamber. The system, therefore, 
has an independent component-out (turbopump or thrust chamber out) capability where shutting 
down one component does not shut down other functioning components. 
The integrated BPM also uses a single (rather than a multiple) subsystem for the following: the 
He pressurization system, the LOX pressurization system (heat exchanger), the avionics/control 
‘Thrust vector control is provided by core propulsion module. See Volume W, Section 1.2.2.5. 
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1989 ALS REFERENCE VEHICLE USED FOR 
EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF INTEGRATED BPM 
I I I  I 
Payload 
0 GLOW 
0 ThruWweight 
Booster vehicle 
0 Core vehicle 
0 Booster engines 
0 Core engines 
0 Engine thrust (vac) 
120,000 Ibs (LEO) 
3,500,000 Ibs 
1.30 
150' x 30' dia. 
280' x 30' dia. 
7 
3 
580,000 Ibs (STME) 
Figure 4-1. ALS Reference Vehicle 
system, and the pneumatic control system. An additional thrust chamber was added to provide com- 
plete commonality with the core propulsion module. The added thrust chamber provides operating 
margin (normal operation at 85% rated thrust) and up thrust capability. The simplicity of the inte- 
grated BPM is described below. It also has nearly one-half the number of turbopumps2 and propel- 
lant lines as in the conventional system: 
Single He-Pressurization System 
Single LOX-Pressurization System (HX) 
Single Control System 
No artificial interfaces 
No flexible propellant lines 
No gimbal actuators 
50% less propellant lines, T/Ps, GGs 
Operating margin (normal operation at 85% thrust) 
2?ne turbopumps are designed for twice rated STME thrust, robust in design, and operate at 90% rated speed 
(operating margin). See Volume N, Sections 1.3.1, 1.4.2, and 1.6.1. 
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Figure 4-2. Conventional Booster Propulsion System 
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A comparison3 between the two propulsion systems is schematically illustrated in Figure 4-4 
where the substantial reduction in the number of major components achieved by the integrated BPM 
is markedly apparent. The schematic also illustrates the engine-out condition for the autonomous 
system where for a single-string system all components (both good and bad) within the given engine 
are shut down. For the integrated system the failed component is simply isolated from the system by 
isolation valves while the remaining components continue to operate at its design operating condi- 
tion (100% rated thrust). 
Another comparison between the two systems is given in Table 4-1 in terms of relative system 
reliability, engine-out capability, operability, relative system cost, and relative system weight. Basic 
STME engine data was used. The potential advantages of the integrated BPM are rather striking. 
The system reliability is significantly higher. It can accept two independent component-out condi- 
tions and meet mission requirements (the conventional system with two engine-out will have lost its 
mission). It has lower engine unit cost and lower system weight. And, finally, by virtue of a significant 
reduction of parts, it has greater operability and lower operations cost by at least a factor of three or 
greater. 
Another feature of the integrated BPM is that it is basically made up of identical engine- 
elements. Each engine-element contains a gas generator, a turbopump set, and two thrust chambers 
FEWER COMPONENTSISU BSY STEM SllNTERFACES 
INCREASES OPERABILITY REDUCES GROUND OPERATIONS 
Conventional System Integrated System 
Thrustchamber tloooooo 0~0000[1~ 
Figure 4-4. Schematic Comparison of Conventional and Integrated Propulsion Systems 
3One additional He supply system and heat exchanger are arbitrarily added to the integrated system for the 
comparison. 
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Table 4-1. Comparison of Conventional and Integrated Propulsion System Design Features 
INTEGRATED PROPULSION MODULE 
IS RELIABLE AND LOW COST 
Factor 
0 Higher reliability 
T/C and T/P out 
0 Lower engine (T/C) cost, $M 
0 Less number of parts 
0 Lower potential weight, Ibs. 
0 Lower operations cost 
Separate I Integrated 
0.988* 
0** 
2.67 
169 
87,340 
1 
0.993* 
0.999** 
1.83 
111 
76,058 
1/3 ' 
* No engine-out capability 
** With T/C and T/P - out capability 
as seen in Figure 4-5. Multiple engine-elements are packaged with the propulsion subsystems, which 
include the electrical power, pneumatics, control/avionics and propellant feed system, to form a pro- 
pulsion module. The ALS core propulsion module is simply made up of two of these engine- 
elements. (see Figure 4-6.) In fact, different propulsion modules can be made up by these basic 
engine-elements to meet a range of payloads from 60,000 to 300,000 lb. This is illustrated for a typi- 
cal ALS family of vehicles in Figure 4-7 and nb le  4-2. 
A major finding from this study, albeit top level, is the fact that in order for future propulsion 
systems to achieve high operability, i.e., substantially higher than what we have today, the design 
must avoid a complex system by having fewer parts and components and fewer interfaces, subsys- 
tems, and fluid systems; and the design must consider the total propulsion system as a single function- 
al engine unit, rather than a grouping of many separate engines requiring artificial interfaces and 
duplicate components and subsystems. The integrated BPM design concept is also seen in Fig- 
ure 4-8 to address, directly and indirectly, seven of the top ten major operation issues described in 
Volume 11 as major operations concerns. 
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Figure 4-6. ALS Integrated Core Propulsion Module 
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Table 4-2. Integrated Propulsion Systems Synthesized by Engine-Elements 
0 PIL = 60,000 to 300,000 ibs 
0 STME 580 Klbs thrust chambers 
Integrated Engine: 
3 - Elements* 
4 - Elements* 
6 - Elements** 
10 - Elements*** 
8 - Elements**** 
- 
Thrust Chambers 
Booster 
4 
6 
8 
810 
616 
Core 
2 
2 
4 
4 
4 
60K 
X 
-
Payload Capability, Ibs -
80K -
X 
- 
300K -
X 
- 
Staged vehicles 
** Side-mounted booster vehicle 
*** Two side-mounted LRBs 
*** HLLV configuration, 650K STME 
No. 
@ Closed aft compartments 
@ Hydraulic system (valve actuators and TVC) 
@ Ocean recoveryhefurbishment 
@ Accessibility 
@ Sophisticated heat shielding 
@ Excessive componenWsubsysterns 
@ Lack hardware integration 
0 Pneumatic system (valve actuators) 
@ Gimbal system 
@ High maintenance turbopumps 
@ Excessive interfaces 
@ Lack hardware commonality 
- 
Figure 4-8. Operation Concerns Addressed by Integrated BPM 
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4.2 LOX TANK AFT PROPULSION CONCEPT 
A launch vehicle with the main liquid oxygen tank located forward in the vehicle creates com- 
plex operational requirements and causes major operational problems or concerns that severely 
impact launch operations. These problems include (1) geysering in the long propellant lines, (2) pro- 
pellant conditioning to meet engine start requirements, (3) difficult checkout and servicing of long 
feed lines requiring a service tower, (4) higher ground transfer pressures for loading propellants to 
the elevated forward tank, and (5) operation of a helium-bubbling system to prevent geysering. 
These problems also create a need for complex system of ground support facilities and personnel. 
Since propellant tanks should be considered as an integral part of the total propulsion system, their 
configuration must also be optimized together with the propulsion system to eliminate serious and 
costly operational requirements. 
To avoid the complex operations problems described above, several alternative propellant 
tank concepts were studied wherein the LOX tank is located aft or in parallel with the fuel tank to 
lower and shorten the LOX lines. Thus by shortening the lines, propellant conditioning of long lines 
would be eliminated and a greatly simplified chill procedure would eliminate the potentially more 
destructive problems of geysering and POGO. The four tank concepts studied are illustrated in Fig- 
ure 4-9. The results indicate that the LOX tank aft (Figure 4-9 [a]) and parallel tanks (Figure 4-9 [b]) 
are comparable to the ALS baseline in terms of weight and cost; however, the concentric tanks (Fig- 
ure 4-9 [c]) and torodial tank (Figure 4-9 [d]) would be higher. The use of the LOX tank aft concept 
has precedence in the Jupiter, Centaur, Saturn S-N, Saturn S-IVB, and Saturn S-II vehicles, and 
parallel tanks have been used in Saturn IB, so they are viable concepts. 
All the tank concepts resulted in a lower vehicle center of gravity than the ALS baseline. This in 
turn results in a shorter control moment for thrust vector control and greater shift in center of gravity 
during engine burn. However, analysis shows that for the AT3 side-mounted vehicle configuration 
with the booster engines canted 10 deg, the maximum gimbal angle requirement, with engine-out 
and at booster separation, is approximately 16 deg. For the core vehicle, after booster separation, the 
maximum gimbal angle requirement with engine-out is decreased to 8 deg. Although these tank 
concepts require higher gimbal angles than the ALS baseline controllability, they are not beyond the 
capability of a good integrated propulsion system design. Changing from a side-mounted booster to 
a more symmetrical vehicle configuration will greatly simplify the control problem and, indeed, if a 
static booster is used, the booster engine gimbaling requirement would be eliminated. 
4 3  AIR-AUGMENTED, ROCKET ENGINE NOZZLE 
AFTERBURNING PROPULSION CONCEPT 
The air-augmented rocket engine is another propulsion concept investigated in the QEPSS 
study, not for its combined-cycle, high specific impulse performance, but from the standpoint of re- 
ducing operational requirements. The amount of oxygen carried by the rocket vehicle to fly through 
the atmosphere is as much as 40 to 50% of the vehicle gross lift-off weight (GLDW). If the atmo- 
sphere oxygen can be used to burn with the fuel-rich rocket engine exhaust for thrust, then the 
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Short LOX feed lines greatly reduce 
or eliminate geysering and pogo 
problems and associated systems 
Smaller LOX tank results in shorter 
feed lines from forward tank 
0 Weight reduction of feed lines, LH 2 
tank and intertank structure 
0 Large reduction in propellant conditioning 
required for LOX loading and engine start 
on LOX side 
C.G. location 
0 Reduced control authority from aft 
0 Cost similar to ALS vehicles 
(a) LOX Tank Aft 
0 Both LOX and LH2 feed lines short 
Greatly reduce or eliminqte pogo and 
geyser problems and associated systems 
0 Large reduction in propellant conditioning 
required for propellant loading and engine 
start 
0 Tank weight increased (=lo%) 
0 Large change in C.G. locations (travel) 
during burn increases engine gimbal 
requirements 
Higher total tank set cost may be offset by 
easier fabrication and transportation of 
individual tanks 
(b) Parallel Tanks 
Figure 4-9. LOX Tank Concepts 
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LH2 
0 Both LOX and LH2 feed lines short 
0 Greatly reduce or eliminate pogo & geyser 
problems and associated systems 
Large reduction in propellant conditioning 
required for loading and engine start 
0 Tank weight increased (=I 0%) 
0 Large change in C.G. locations (travel) 
during burn increases engine gimbal 
requirements 
0 Fabrication problems can increase costs 
Thrust loads carried by outer tank 
(c) Concentric Tanks 
Both LOX and LH2 feed lines short 
0 Greatly reduce or eliminate pogo & geyser 
problems and associated systems 
0 Large reduction in propellant conditioning 
required for loading and engine start 
* Tank weight increased (= 10%) 
Reduced control authority from aft C.G. 
n 
location 
0 Fabrication problems can increase costs 
0 Efficient thrust load path LOX tank not 
involved 
(d) Toroidal Tank 
Figure 4-9. LOX Tank Concepts (Continued) 
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amount of liquid oxygen that must be carried by an LOX/LH2 vehicle will be greatly reduced. The 
reduction in liquid oxygen handling or a smaller vehicle will greatly simpli@ ground operations and 
reduce ground support equipment and facility requirements. Indeed, if thrust augmentation can re- 
duce a multistage to a single-stage vehicle, the doubling and tripling ground operations for multiple 
boosters and core would be avoided. The air-augmented rocket concept is particularly attractive for 
a single stage-to-orbit (SSTO) vehicle application. 
The SSME exhaust plume study found that approximately 50% of the exhaust excess hydrogen 
is burned by mixing and combustion of supersonic exhaust gas with ambient air in about 5 diameters 
downstream of the nozzle. Previous experimental studies by Martin Marietta Company showed that 
as much as 14% thrust augmentation at lift-off with a hydrogen peroxide rocket engine4 and 55% at 
Mach 2.0 with a LOXRP-1 rocket engines were obtained by using a simple divergent ejector shroud 
over the engine nozzle. The purpose of the OEPSS air-augment study, therefore, is to investigate the 
feasibility of an operationally efficient, air-augmented ejector for a LOX/LH2 rocket engine in light 
of previous work and in view of more current state-of-the-art data. 
The focus of the air-augmented study is to achieve thrust augmentation with a LOX/LH.L en- 
gine using the simplest, fixed-geometry, passive ejector system. A simple ejectorlrocket propulsion 
system concept is illustrated in Figure 4-10. The conventional bell nozzle is surrounded by an ejector 
shroud extension that captures, directs, and mixes atmospheric air with the rocket nozzle exhaust gas. 
In the process of ingestion compression, mixing, combustion of air and fuel-rich exhaust, and expan- 
sion in the divergent shroud, augmented thrust is obtained. 
For the top-level conceptual design study conducted on the air-augmented, ejectorlrocket 
concept, the ALS vehicle and flight trajectory were used to determine the ejector geometry for the 
LOX/LH2 STME engine. In order to define an ejector geometry envelope suitable for operation 
over a range of flight Mach numbers from zero to 2.0, optimum point-design ejector geometry was 
determined for static condition and for Mach numbers of 0.45, 0.80,1.0, and 2.0. These optimum 
geometries provide maximum thrust augmentation at their respective point-design flight speed but 
will result in lower thrust augmentation at other flight speeds. A mission analysis was performed for 
the point-design ejectors with the ALS vehicle and flight trajectory, and the overall effective thrust 
increase is traded off with the increase in ejector drag and weight. The best ejector geometry and 
point-design flight speed is one which results in maximum payload increase or gross lift-off weight 
decrease for the ALS baseline vehicle. Unlike the rocket engine, the ejector thrust depends on alti- 
tude and flight speed; therefore, the initial ALS rocket trajectory was iterated several times to con- 
verge on a better ejector performance match with the air breathing portion of the trajectory in terms 
of altitude, thrust, and flight Mach number. 
4A. J. Simonson and J. W. Schmeer, “Static Thrust Augmentation of a Rocket-Ejector System with a Heated 
Supersonic Primary Jet,” NASA TND-1261, Langley Research Center, May 1%2 
5E. A. Mossman, R. L. Chapman, and R. C. Rozycki, “Experimental and Theoretical Investigation of the Rocket 
Engine Nozzle Ejector (RENE) Propulsion System,” AFRPL TR-65-66, April 1%5 
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I-  
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Free Stream 
I, 
Primary Flow -1  
1- 
1- 
Figure 4-10. Rocket Engine Air-Augmented Afterburning Concept 
For the ejector design described in a b l e  4-3, preliminary results indicate that the thrust aug- 
mentation obtained with the STME engine was 12% at sea level static condition, 18% at M, = 1.0 
and 8% at flight M, = 2.0. This increased performance, when applied to the propulsion system for 
Table 4-3. Ejector Design Parameters 
Flight Mach number, M, = 0 to 2.0 I 
Ejector area ratio, (a) = 1.60 
Lengthldiameter ratio, (LD) = 1.0 
Inlet area, (A2) = 8Oft2 
Mass flow ratio, (5) 
mP 
= 3.0 
I Point design M, 1.0 
I 
D600-001 
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the ALS baseline vehicle (which has a payload of 120,000 lb), is equivalent to increasing its payload 
capability by 16.6% or to decreasing its gross lift-off weight by 9.6% for the Same payload. Based on 
the sensitivity factor developed for the ALS baseline vehicle (APL/A& = 800 lb/s), the 16.6% in- 
crease in payload capability is equivalent to an increase in engine specific impulse performance of 
A Is = 24 s. In applying the air-augmented concept to a cluster of engines, a single shroud is used for 
the cluster to achieve equivalent performance. Vehiclelengine integration and other design issues 
are discussed in Volume N. Later studies will also include the effect of fuel addition to increase net 
thrust augmentation. 
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5.0 OEPSS FINAL BRIEFING (VOLUME V) 
This volume consists of a final briefing on the OEPSS study summarizing the activities and re- 
sults of the first-year effort. This briefing was presented at NASA MSFC, Huntsville, AL, and is be- 
ing made a part of the OEPSS Data Books. 
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